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Abstra t. We present the design, implementation and empiri al evalu-

ation of Bebop|a symboli model he ker for boolean programs. Bebop
represents ontrol ow expli itly, and sets of states impli itly using BDDs.
By harnessing the inherent modularity in pro edural abstra tion and exploiting the lo ality of variable s oping, Bebop is able to model he k
boolean programs with several thousand lines of ode, hundreds of proedures, and several thousand variables in a few minutes.

1 Introdu tion
Boolean programs are programs with the usual ontrol- ow onstru ts of
an imperative language su h as C but in whi h all variables have boolean
type. Boolean programs ontain pro edures with all-by-value parameter
passing and re ursion, and a restri ted form of ontrol nondeterminism.
Boolean programs are an interesting subje t of study for a number
of reasons. First, be ause the amount of storage a boolean program an
a ess at any point is nite, questions of rea hability and termination
(whi h are unde idable in general) are de idable for boolean programs.1
Se ond, as boolean programs ontain the ontrol- ow onstru ts of C,
they form a natural target for investigating model he king of software.
Boolean programs an be thought of as an abstra t representation of C
programs that expli itly aptures orrelations between data and ontrol,
in whi h boolean variables an represent arbitrary predi ates over the
unbounded state of a C program. As a result, boolean programs are useful
for reasoning about temporal properties of software, whi h depend on su h
orrelations.
We have reated a model he ker for boolean programs alled Bebop.
Given a boolean program B and a statement s in B , Bebop determines
if s is rea hable in B (informally stated, s is rea hable in B if there is
some initial state su h that if B starts exe ution from this state then s
1 Boolean programs are equivalent in power to push-down automaton, whi h a ept
ontext-free languages.
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main()
begin
de l h;
h := !g;
A(g,h);
skip;
A(g,h);
skip;
if (g) then
R: skip;
else
skip;
fi
end
A(a1,a2)
begin
if (a1) then
A(a2,a1);
skip;
else
g := a2;
fi
end
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Fig. 1. The skip statement labelled R is rea hable in this boolean program, as shown
by the output of the Bebop model he ker.

eventually exe utes). If statement s is rea hable, then Bebop produ es
a shortest tra e leading to s (that possibly in ludes loops and rosses
pro edure boundaries).
Example. Figure 1 presents a boolean program with two pro edures
(main and a re ursive pro edure A). In this program, there is one global
variable g. Pro edure main has a lo al variable h whi h is assigned the
omplement of g. Pro edure A has two parameters. The question is: is
label R rea hable? The answer is yes, as shown by the output of Bebop
on the right. The tool nds that R is rea hable and gives a shortest tra e
(in reverse exe ution order) from R to the rst line of main (line 6). The
indentation of a line indi ates the depth of the all sta k at that point in
the tra e. Furthermore, for ea h line in the tra e, Bebop outputs the state
of the variables (in s ope) just before the line. The tra e shows that in
order to rea h label R, by this tra e of lines, the value of g initially must

be 1.2 Furthermore, the tra e shows that the two alls that main makes
to pro edure A do not hange the value of g. We re-emphasize that this
is a shortest tra e witnessing the rea hability of label R.
Contributions. We have adapted the interpro edural data ow analysis
algorithm of Reps, Horwitz and Sagiv (RHS) [RHS95,RHS96℄ to de ide
the rea hability status of a statement in a boolean program. A ore idea of
the RHS algorithm is to eÆ iently ompute \summaries" that re ord the
input/output behavior of a pro edure. On e a summary hI; Oi has been
omputed for a pro edure pr, it is not ne essary to reanalyze the body of
pr if input ontext I arises at another all to pr. Instead, the summary
for pr is onsulted and the orresponding output ontext O is used. We
use Binary De isions Diagrams (BDDs) to symboli ally represent these
summaries, whi h are binary relationships between sets of states.
In the program of Figure 1, our algorithm omputes the summary
s = hfg = 1; h = 0g; fg0 = 1; h0 = 0gi when pro edure A is rst alled (at
line 7) with the state fg = 1; h = 0g. This summary will be \installed" at
all alls to A (in parti ular, the all to A at line 9). Thus, when the state
I = fg = 1; h = 0g propagates to the all at line 9, the algorithm nds
that the summary s mat hes and will use it to \jump over" the all to A
rather than des ending into A to analyze it again.
A key point about Bebop that distinguishes it from other model he kers is that it exploits the lo ality of variable s opes in a program. The
time and spa e omplexity of our algorithm is O(E  2k ) where E is the
number of edges in the interpro edural ontrol- ow graph of the boolean
program3 and k is the maximal number of variables in s ope at any program point in the program. In the example program of Figure 1 there are
a total of 4 variables (global g, lo al h, and formals a1 and a2). However,
at any statement, at most three variables are in s ope (in main, g and h;
in A, g, a1, and a2).
So, for a program with g global variables, and a maximum of l lo al
variables in any pro edure, the running time is O(E  2g+l ). If the number
of variables in s ope is held onstant then the running time of Bebop
grows as fun tion of the number of statements in the program (and not
the total number of variables). As a result, we have been able to model
he k boolean programs with several thousand lines of ode, and several
2 Note that g is left un onstrained in the initial state of the program. If a variable's
value is un onstrained in a parti ular tra e then Bebop does not output it. Thus,
it is impossible for g to be initially 0 and to follow the same tra e. In fa t, for this
example, label R is not rea hable if g initially is 0.
3 E is linear in the number of statements in the boolean program.

thousand variables in a few minutes (the largest example we report in
Se tion 4 has 2401 variables).
A se ond major idea in Bebop is to use an expli it ontrol- ow graph
representation rather than en ode the ontrol ow of a boolean program
using BDDs. This implementation de ision is an important one, as it
allows us to optimize the model he king algorithm using well-known
te hniques from ompiler optimization. We explain two su h te hniuqes
|live ranges and modi ation/referen e analysis| to redu e the number
of variables in support of the BDDs that represent the rea hable states
at a program point.
Overview. Se tion 2 presents the syntax and semanti s of boolean programs. Se tion 3 des ribes our adaption of the RHS algorithm to use
BDDs to solve the rea hability problem for boolean programs. Se tion 4
evaluates the performan e of Bebop. Se tion 5 reviews related work and
Se tion 6 looks towards future work.

2 Boolean Programs
2.1 Syntax
Figure 2 presents the syntax of boolean programs. We will omment on
noteworthy aspe ts of it here. Boolean variables are either global (if they
are de lared outside the s ope of a pro edure) or lo al (if they are de lared
inside the s ope of a pro edure). Sin e there is only one type in the
boolean programming language, variable de larations need not spe ify a
type. Variables are stati ally s oped, as in C. A variable identi er is either
a C-style identifer or an arbitrary string between the hara ters \f\ and
\g". The latter form is useful for reating boolean variables with names
denoting predi ates in another language (su h as f*p==*qg).
There are two onstants in the language: 0 (false) and 1 (true). Expressions are built in the usual way from these onstants, variables and
the standard logi al onne tives.
The statement sub-language (stmt) is very similar to that of C, with a
few ex eptions. Statements may be labelled, as in C. A parallel assignment
statement allows the simultaneous assignment of a set of values to a set
of variables. Pro edure alls use all-by-value parameter passing.4 There
4 Boolean programs support return values from pro edures, but to simplify the te hnial presentation we have omitted their des ription here. A return value of a pro edure
an be modelled with a single global variable, where the global variable is assigned
immediately pre eding a return and opied immediately after the return into the
lo al state of the alling pro edure.

Syntax

Des ription

prog ::= de l



pro



de l ::= de l id + ;
id ::= [a-zA-Z ℄ [a-zA-Z0-9 ℄ 

j

f string g

pro ::= id ( id  ) begin de l
sseq ::= lstmt +
lstmt ::= stmt
j id : stmt
stmt ::= skip ;
j print ( expr + ) ;
j goto id ;



sseq end

j
j
j
j
j
j

return ;
id + := expr + ;
if ( de ider ) then sseq else sseq
while ( de ider ) do sseq od
assert ( de ider ) ;
id ( expr  ) ;
de ider ::= ?

j expr
expr ::= expr binop expr
j ! expr
j ( expr )
j id
j onst
binop ::= 'j' j '&' j '^'
onst ::= 0 j 1

A program is a list of global
variable de larations followed by
a list of pro edure de nitions
De laration of variables
An identi er an be a regular
C-style identi er
or a string of hara ters
between 'f' and 'g'
Pro edure de nition
Sequen e of statements

Labelled statement

Parallel assignment
Conditional statement
Iteration statement
Assert statement
Pro edure all
Non-deterministi hoi e
Negation

j '=' j ' !=' j ')'

Logi al onne tives
False/True

Fig. 2. The syntax of boolean programs.

are three statements that an a e t the ontrol ow of a program: if ,
while and assert. Note that the predi ate of these three statements is a

de ider, whi h an be used to model non-determinism. A de ider is either
a boolean expression whi h evaluates (deterministi ally) to 0 or 1, or \?",
whi h evaluates to 0 or 1 non-deterministi ally.

2.2 Statements, Variables and S ope
The term statement denotes an instan e that an be derived from the
nonterminal stmt (see Figure 2). Let B be a boolean program with n
statements and p pro edures. We assign a unique index to ea h statement

in B in the range 1 : : : n and a unique index to ea h pro edure in B in
the range n + 1 : : : n + p. Let si denote the statement with index i.
To simplify presentation of the semanti s, we assume that variable
names and statement labels are globally unique in B . Let V (B ) be the
set of all variables in B . Let Globals (B ) be the set of global variables
of B . Let FormalsB (i) be the set of formal parameters of the pro edure
that ontains si. Let Lo alsB (i) be the set of lo al variables and formal parameters of the pro edure that ontains si . For all i, 1  i  n,
FormalsB (i)  Lo alsB (i). Let InS opeB (i) denote the set of all variables of B whose s ope in ludes si . For all i, 1  i  n, InS opeB (i) =
Lo alsB (i) [ Globals (B ).

2.3 The Control- ow Graph
This se tion de nes the ontrol- ow graph of a boolean program. Sin e
boolean programs ontain arbitrary intra-pro edural ontrol ow (via the
goto), it is useful to present the semanti s of boolean programs in terms
of their ontrol- ow graph rather than their syntax. To make the presentation of the ontrol- ow graph simpler, we make the minor synta ti
restri tion that every all to a pro edure pr in a boolean program is
immediately followed by a skip statement skip .
The ontrol- ow graph of a boolean program B is a dire ted graph
GB = (VB ; Su B ) with set of verti es VB = f1; 2; : : : ; n + p + 1g and
su essor fun tion Su B : VB ! 2VB . The set VB ontains one vertex
for ea h statement in B (verti es 1 : : : n) and one vertex Exit pr for every
pro edure pr in B (verti es n + 1 : : : n + p). In addition, VB ontains a
vertex Err = n + p + 1 whi h is used to model the failure of an assert
statement. For any pro edure pr in B , let FirstB (pr) be the index of the
rst statement in pr. For any vertex v 2 VB fErr g, let Pro OfB (v) be
the index of the pro edure ontaining v.
The su essor fun tion Su B is de ned in terms of the fun tion
NextB : f1; 2; : : : ; ng ! f1; 2; : : : ; n + pg whi h maps statement indi es
to their lexi al su essor if one exists, or to the exit node of the ontaining pro edure otherwise. NextB (i) has a re ursive de nition based on the
syntax tree of B (see Figure 2). In this tree, ea h statement has an sseq
node as its parent. The sequen e of statements derived from the sseq parent of statement si is alled the ontaining sequen e of si . If si is not the
last statement in its ontaining sequen e then NextB (i) is the index of the
statement immediately following si in this sequen e. Otherwise, let a be
the losest an estor of si in the syntax tree su h that (1) a is a stmt node,
and (2) a is not the last statement in a's ontaining sequen e. If su h a

node a exists, then NextB (i) is the index of the statement immediately
following a in its ontaining sequen e. Otherwise, NextB (si ) = Exit pr ,
where pr = Pro OfB (i).
If sj is a pro edure all, we de ne ReturnPtB (j ) = NextB (j ) (whi h
is guaranteed to be a skip statement be ause of the synta ti restri tion
we previously pla ed on boolean programs).
We now de ne Su B using NextB and ReturnPtB . For 1  i  n, the
value of Su B (i) depends on the statement si , as follows:

{ If si is \goto L" then Su B (i) = fj g, where sj is the statement
labelled L.
{ If si is a parallel assignment, skip or print statement then Su B (i) =
fNextB (i)g.
{ If si is a return statement then Su B (i) = fExit pr g, where pr =
Pro OfB (i).
{ If si is an if statement then Su B (v) = fTsu B (i); Fsu B (i)g, where
Tsu B (i) is the index of the rst statement in the then bran h of
the if and Fsu B (i) is the index of the rst statement in the else
bran h of the if .
{ If si is a while statement then Su B (i) = fTsu B (i); Fsu B (i)g,
where Tsu B (i) is the rst statement in the body of the while loop
and Fsu B (i) = NextB (i).
{ If si is an assert statement then Su B (i) = fTsu B (i); Fsu B (i)g,
where Tsu B (i) = NextB (i) and Fsu B (i) = n + p + 1 (the Err
vertex).

{ If si is a pro edure all to pro edure pr then Su B (i) = FirstB (pr).
We now de ne Su B (i) for n +1  i  n + p (that is, for the Exit verti es
asso iated with the p pro edures of B ). Given exit vertex Exit pr for some
pro edure pr, we have

Su

B (Exit pr ) = fReturnPtB (j ) j statement sj is a all to pr

g

Finally, Su B (Err ) = fg. That is, the vertex Err has no su essors.
The ontrol- ow graph of a boolean program an be onstru ted in
time and spa e linear n + p, the number of statements and pro edures in
the program.

2.4 A Transition System for Boolean Programs
For a set V  V (B ), a valuation to V is a fun tion that asso iates
every boolean variable in V with a boolean value.
an be extended to

expressions over V (see expr in Figure 2) in the usual way. For example,
if V = fx; yg, and = f(x; 1); (y; 0)g then (xjy) = 1. For any fun tion
f : D ! R, d 2 D, r 2 R, f [d=r℄ : D ! R is de ned as f [d=r℄(d0 ) = r
if d = d0 , and f (d0 ) otherwise. For example, if V = fx; yg, and
=
f(x; 1); (y; 0)g then [x=0℄ = f(x; 0); (y; 0)g:
A state  of B is a pair hi; i, where i 2 VB and is a valuation to the
variables in InS opeB (i). States (B ) is the set of all states of B . Intuitively,
a state ontains the program ounter (i) and values to all the variables
visible at that point ( ). Note that our de nition of state is di erent from
the onventional notion of a program state, whi h in ludes a all sta k.
The proje tion operator maps a state to its vertex: (hi; i) = i. We
an extend to operate on sequen es of states in the usual way.
We de ne a set  (B ) of terminals:

 (B ) = fg

[ f h all; i; i; hret; i; i j 9j 2 VB ; sj is a pro

edure all;
i = ReturnPtB (j ); and
 is a valuation to Lo alsB (j )g

It is lear that  (B ) is nite sin e all variables in B are boolean variables. Terminals are either , whi h is a pla e holder, or triples that are
introdu ed whenever there is a pro edure all in B . The rst omponent
of the triple is either all or ret, orresponding to the a tions of a all
to and return from that pro edure, the se ond is the return point of the
all, and the third omponent keeps tra k of values of lo al variables of
the alling pro edure at the time of the all.
We use 1 !B 2 , to denote that B an make an -labeled transition
from state 1 to state 2 . Formally, 1 !B 2 holds if 1 = hi1 ; 1 i 2
States (B ), 2 = hi2 ; 2 i 2 States (B ), and 2  (B ), where the onditions on 1 , 2 and for ea h statement onstru t are shown in Table 1.
We explain the table below:

{ The transitions for skip, print, goto and return are the same. All
these statements have exa tly one ontrol- ow su essor. For verti es v
su h that Su B (v) = fwg, we de ne sSu B (v) = w. Ea h statement
passes ontrol to its single su essor sSu B (i1 ) and does not hange
the state of the program.
{ The transition for parallel assignment again passes ontrol to the sole
su essor of the statement and the state hanges in the expe ted manner.
{ The transitions for if , while and assert statements are identi al. If
the value of the de ider d asso iated with the statement is ? then

i1
skip
print
goto
return

x1 ; : : : ; xk :=
e1 ; : : : ; e k

i2
=

i2 = sSu

2
B (i1 )

2= 1

i2 = sSu B (i1 ) 2 =[xk =1 [x11(=ek )℄1 (e1 ))℄
if d = ?
i2 2 Su B (i1 )
if (d)
if 1 (d) = 1
=
while(d)
2= 1
i2 = Tsu B (i1 )
assert(d)
if 1 (d) = 0
i2 = Fsu B (i1 )
2 (xi ) = 1 (ei );
8
xi 2 FormalsB (i2 )
= h all; ReturnPtB (i1 ); i,
pr(e1 ; : : : ; ek ) (x) = (x); 8 x 2 Lo als (i ) i2 = FirstB (pr)
1
B 1
2 (g ) = 1 (g );
8 g 2 Globals (B )
2 (g ) = 1 (g );
8
g 2 Globals (B )
Exit pr
= hret; i2 ; i
i2 2 Su B (i1 )
2 (x) = (x);
8 x 2 Lo alsB (i2 )
Table 1. Conditions on the state transitions hi1 ; 1 i!B hi2 ; 2 i, for ea h vertex type
of i1 . See the text for a full explanation.
=

the su essor is hosen non-deterministi ally from the set Su B (i1 ).
Otherwise, d is a boolean expression and is evaluated in the urrent
state to determine the su essor.
{ The transition for a all statement si1 ontains the label
h all; ReturnPtB (i1 ); i
where  re ords the values of the lo al variables at i1 from the state
1 . The next state,
2 gives new values to the formal parameters of
the alled pro edure based on the values of the orresponding a tual
arguments in state 1 . Furthermore, 2 is onstrained to be the same
as 1 on the global variables.
{ Finally, the transition for an exit vertex i1 = Exit pr has = hret; i2 ; i,
where i2 must be a su essor of i1 . The output state 2 is onstrained
as follows: 2 must agree with 1 on all global variables; 2 must
agree with  on the lo al variables in s ope at i2 .

2.5 Tra e Semanti s
We now are in a position to give a tra e semanti s to boolean programs
based on a ontext-free grammar G (B ) over the alphabet  (B ) that spe -

1. S ! MS
4. 8h all; i; i; hret; i; i 2  (B ) :
2. 8h all; i; i 2  (B ) :
M ! h all; i; i M hret; i; i
S ! h all; i; i S
5. M ! MM
3. S ! 
6. M ! 
7. M ! 
Table 2. The produ tion rules Rules (B ) for grammar G (B ).

i es the legal sequen es of alls and returns that a boolean program B
may make.
A ontext-free grammar G is a 4-tuple hN; T; R; S i, where N is a set
of nonterminals, T is a set of terminals, R is a set of produ tion rules
and S 2 N is a start symbol. For ea h program B , we de ne a grammar
G (B ) = hfS; M g;  (B ); Rules (B ); S i, where Rules (B ) is de ned by the
produ tions of Table 2.
If we view the terminals h all; i; i and hret; i; i from  (B ) as
mat hing left and right parentheses, the language L(G (B )) is the set of
all strings over  (B ) that are sequen es of partially-balan ed parentheses. That is, every right parenthesis hret; i; i is balan ed by a pre eding
h all; i; i but the onverse need not hold. The  omponent insures that
the values of lo al variables at the time of a return are the same as they
were at the time of the orresponding all (this must be the ase be ause
boolean programs have a all-by-value semanti s). The nonterminal M
generates all sequen es of balan ed alls and returns, and S generates all
sequen es of partially balan ed alls and returns. This allows us to reason about non-terminating or abortive exe utions. Note again that the
number of produ tions is nite be ause B ontains only boolean variables.
We assume that B ontains a distinguished pro edure named main,
whi h is the initial pro edure that exe utes. A state  = hi; i is initial
if i = FirstB (main) (all variables an take on arbitrary initial values). A
nite sequen e  = 0 !1B 1 !2B    m 1 !mB m is a traje tory of B if (1)
for all 0  i < m, i !iB i+1 , and (2) 1 : : : m 2 L(G (B )). A traje tory 
is alled an initialized traje tory if 0 is an initial state of B . If  is an initialized traje tory, then its proje tion to verti es (0 ); (1 ); : : : ; (n )
is alled a tra e of B . The semanti s of a boolean program is its set of
tra es. A state  of B is rea hable if there exists an initialized traje tory
of B that ends in . An vertex v 2 VB is rea hable if there exists a tra e
of B that ends in vertex v.

3 Boolean Programs Rea hability via Interpro edural
Data ow Analysis and BDDs
In this se tion, we present an interpro edural data ow analysis that, given
a boolean program B and its ontrol- ow graph GB = (VB ; Su B ), determines the rea hability status of every vertex in VB . We des ribe and
present the algorithm, show how it an be extended to report short traje tories (when a vertex is found to be rea hable), and des ribe several
optimizations that we plan to make to the algorithm.

3.1 The RHS Algorithm, Generalized
As dis ussed in the Introdu tion, we have generalized the interpro edural
data ow algorithm of Reps-Horwitz-Sagiv (RHS) [RHS95,RHS96℄. The
main idea of this algorithm is to ompute \path edges" that represent
the rea hability status of a vertex in a ontrol- ow graph and to ompute
\summary edges" that re ord the input/output behavior of a pro edure.
We (re)de ne path and summary edges as follows:

Path edges. Let v be a vertex in VB and let e = FirstB (Pro OfB (v)). A
path edge in ident into a vertex v, is a pair of valuations h e ; v i,5 su h
that(1) there is a initialized traje tory  1 = hFirstB (main); i : : : he; e i,
and (2) there is a traje tory  2 = he; e i : : : hv; v i that does not ontain
the exit vertex Exit Pro OfB (v) (ex lusive of v itself). For ea h vertex v,
PathEdges (v) is the set of all path edges in ident into v.
A summary edge is a spe ial kind of path edges that re ords the
behavior of a pro edure.

Summary edges. Let

be a vertex in VB representing a pro edure
all with orresponding statement s = pr(e1 ; e2 ; :::ek ). A summary edge
asso iated with is a pair of valuations h 1 ; 2 i, su h that all the lo al
variables in Lo alsB ( ) are equal in 1 and 2 , and the global variables
hange a ording to some path edge from the entry to the exit of the
allee. Suppose P is the set of path edges at Exit pr . We de ne Lift (P; pr)
as the set of summary edges obtained by \lifting" the set of path edges
P to the all , while respe ting the semanti s of the all and return
5 The valuations e and v are de ned with respe t to the set of variables
InS opeB (e) = InS opeB (v ).

V

=

transitions from Table 1. Formally

Lift (P; pr) = fh 1 ; 2 i j9h i ; o i 2 P; and
8x 2 Lo alsB ( ) : 1 (x) = 2 (x); and
8x 2 Globals (B ) : ( 1 (x) = i (x)) ^ ( 2 (x) =

8 formals yj of pr and a tuals ej :

o (x)); and
(
e
)
=
(
y
1
j
i j )g

For ea h vertex v in CallB , SummaryEdges (v) is the set of summary
edges asso iated with v. As the algorithm pro eeds, SummaryEdges (v)
is in rementally omputed for ea h all site. Summary edges are used
to avoid revisiting portions of the state spa e that have already been
explored, and enable analysis of programs with pro edures and re ursion.
Let CallB be the set of verti es in VB that represent all statements.
Let ExitB be the set of exit verti es in VB . Let CondB be the set of verti es
in VB that represent the onditional statements if , while and assert.
Transfer Fun tions. With ea h vertex v su h that sv 62 CondB [ ExitB ,
we asso iate a transfer fun tion Transfer v . With ea h vertex v 2 CondB ,
we asso iate two transfer fun tions Transfer v;true and Transfer v;false . The
de nition of these fun tions is given in Table 3. Given two sets of pairs
of valuations, S and T , Join (S; T ) is the image of set S with respe t to
the transfer fun tion T . Formally Join (S; T ) = fh 1 ; 2 i j 9 j :h 1 ; j i 2
S ^ h j ; 2 i 2 T g. During the pro essing of alls, in addition to applying
the transfer fun tion, the algorithm uses the fun tion SelfLoop whi h takes
a set of path edges, and makes self-loops with the targets of the edges.
Formally, SelfLoop (S ) = fh 2 ; 2 i j 9h 1 ; 2 i 2 S g.
Our generalization of the RHS algorithm is shown in Figure 3. The
algorithm uses a worklist, and omputes path edges and summary edges
in a dire ted, demand-driven manner, starting with the entry vertex of
main (the only vertex initially known to be rea hable). In the algorithm,
path edges are used to ompute summary edges, and vi e versa. In our
implementation, we use BDDs to represent transfer fun tions, path edges,
and summary edges. As is usual with BDDs, a boolean expression e denotes the set of states e = f j (e) = 1g. A set of pairs of states an
easily be represented with a single BDD using primed versions of the
variables in V (B ) to represent the variables in the se ond state. Sin e
transfer fun tions, path edges, and summary edges are sets of pairs of
states, we an represent and manipulate them using BDDs.
Upon termination of the algorithm, the set of path edges for a vertex
v is empty i v is not rea hable. If v is rea hable, we an generate a
shortest traje tory to v, as des ribed in the next se tion.

global

PathEdges ,SummaryEdges ,WorkList

pro edure Propagate(v ,p)
begin
if p 6 PathEdges (v ) then

PathEdges (v ) := PathEdges (v ) [ p
Insert v into WorkList

end
pro edure Rea hable(GB )
begin
for all v 2 VB do PathEdges (v ) := fg
for all v 2 CallB do SummaryEdges (v ) := fg
PathEdges (FirstB (main)) :=

fh ; i j

is any valuation to globals and lo al variables of maing

WorkList := fFirstB (main)g
while WorkList =
6 ; do

remove vertex v from WorkList

swit h (v )
ase v 2 CallB :

Propagate(sSu B (v ),SelfLoop (Join (PathEdges (v ); Transfer v )))
Propagate(ReturnPtB (v ),Join (PathEdges (v ); SummaryEdges (v )))
ase v 2 ExitB :
for ea h w 2 Su B (v ) do

let

2 CallB su h that w = ReturnPtB ( ) and
s = Lift (PathEdges (v); Pro OfB (v))
in
if s 6 SummaryEdges ( ) then
SummaryEdges ( ) := SummaryEdges ( ) [ s
Propagate(w,Join (PathEdges ( ); SummaryEdges ( )));
ni
ase v 2 CondB :
Propagate(Tsu B (v ); Join (PathEdges (v ); Transfer v;true ))
Propagate(Fsu B (v ); Join (PathEdges (v ); Transfer v;false ))
ase v 2 VB CallB ExitB CondB :
let p = Join (PathEdges (v ); Transfer v ) in
for ea h w 2 Su B (v ) do
Propagate(w,p)
end

ni

Fig. 3. The model he king algorithm.

v

skip
print
goto
return

Transfer v

h 1 ; 2 i:(

2 = 1)

x1 ; : : : ; xk := h 1 ; 2 i:( 2 = 1 [x1 = 1 (e1 ))℄    [xk = 1 (ek )℄)
e1 ; : : : ; ek
if (d)
v;true = h 1 ; 2 i:(( 1 (d) = 1) ^ ( 2 = 1 ))
while(d) Transfer
Transfer v;false = h 1 ; 2 i:(( 1 (d) = 0) ^ ( 2 = 1 ))
assert(d)
h 1 ; 2 i:( 2 = 1 [x1 = 1 (e1 )℄ : : : [xk = 1 (ek )℄),
pr(e1 ; : : : ; ek ) where
x1 ; : : : ; xk are the formal parameters of pr.

Table 3. Transfer fun tions asso iated with verti es. These are derived dire tly from
the transition rules given in Table 1

3.2 Generating a Shortest Traje tory to a Rea hable Vertex
We now des ribe a simple extension to the algorithm of Figure 3 to keep
tra k of the length of the shortest hierar hi al traje tory needed to rea h
ea h state, so that if vertex v is rea hable, we an produ e a shortest
initialized hierar hi al traje tory that ends in v.
A hierar hi al traje tory an \jump over" pro edure alls using summary edges. Formally, a nite sequen e  = 0 !1B 1 !2B    m 1 !mB m
is a hierar hi al traje tory of B if for all 0  i < m, (1) either i !iB i+1 ,
or i = hvi ; i i, i+1 = hvi+1 ; i+1 i, i = , vi 2 CallB and h i ; i+1 i 2
SummaryEdges (vi ), and (2) 1 : : : m 2 L(G (B )).
Let v be a vertex and let e = FirstB (Pro OfB (v)). For a path edge
h e; v i 2 PathEdges (v) let W (h e ; v i) be the set of all hierar hi al
traje tories that start from main, enter into the pro edure Pro OfB (v)
with valuation e and then rea h v with valuation v without exiting
Pro OfB (v). Note that a hierar hi al traje tory in W (h e ; v i) is omprised of intrapro edural edges, summary edges, and edges that represent
alling a pro edure (but not the edges representing a return from a proedure). Instead of keeping all the path edges in ident on v as a single set
PathEdges (v), we partition it into a set of sets

fPathEdges r1 (v); PathEdges r2 (v); : : : ; PathEdges rk (v)g
where a path edge h e ; v i is in PathEdges rj (v) i the shortest hierarhi al traje tory in W ((h e ; v i) has length rj . The set fr ; r ; : : : ; rk g
1

2

is alled the set of rings asso iated with v.
We use rings to generate shortest hierar hi al traje tories. If vertex v
is rea hable, we nd the smallest ring r su h that PathEdges r (v) exists.

Then we pi k an arbitrary path edge h e ; v i from
do the following depending on the type of vertex v:

PathEdges r (v), and

{ If v 6= FirstB (Pro OfB (v)) then we have two sub ases:
 If sv is not a skip immediately following a all, then we look for
a prede essor u of v su h that there exists path edge h e ; u i in
PathEdges r 1 (u), and Join (fh e ; u ig; Transfer u ) ontains h e ; v i.
 If sv is a skip immediately following a all (say at vertex u), then
we look for a path edge h e ; u i in PathEdges r 1 (u) su h that
Join (fh e ; u ig; SummaryEdges (u)) ontains h e ; v i.
{ If v = FirstB (Pro OfB (v)), then it should be the ase that e = v,
and v = e . We nd a aller u of Pro OfB (v), and suitably \lift"
v to a suitable path edge in PathEdges (u). Formally, we nd a
vertex u 2 CallB su h that su is a all to pro edure Pro OfB (v),
and there exists path edge h e0 ; u i in PathEdges r 1 (u) satisfying
Transfer u (h u ; v i).
Repeating this pro ess with the vertex u and the path edge found
in PathEdges r 1 (u), we are guaranteed to rea h the entry of main in
r steps. We may traverse over summary edges in the pro ess. However,
we an expand the summary edges on demand, to produ e a hierar hi al
error traje tory, as shown in the Bebop output in Figure 1.

3.3 Optimizations
The basi algorithm des ribed above has been implemented in the Bebop
model he ker. In this se tion, we des ribe a few optimizations based
on ideas from ompiler optimization [ASU86℄ that should substantially
redu e the size of the BDDs needed to perform the analysis.
Live Ranges. If for some path starting at a vertex v in the ontrol- ow
graph GB , the variable x is used before being de ned, then variable x is
said to be live at v. Otherwise, x is said to be dead at v, for its value at
v will not ow to any other variable. If variable x is not live at vertex
v then we need not re ord the value of x in the BDD for PathEdges (v).
Consider the following boolean program
void main()
begin
de l a,b, ,d,e,f;
L1: a := b| ;
// {b, ,e} live at L1
L2: d := a|e;
// {a,e} live at L2
L3: e := d|e;
// {d,e} live at L3
L4: f := d;
// {d} live at L4
end

This program de lares and refers to six variables, but at most three variables are live at any time. For example, at the statement labelled L1 only
the values of the variables b, , and e an ow to the statements after L1.
As a result, the BDD for the rst statement need not tra k the values of
the variables a or d.
MOD/REF sets. A traditional \MOD/REF" (modi ation/referen e)
analysis of a program determines the variables that are modi ed and/or
referen ed by ea h pro edure pr (and the pro edures it alls transitively).
Let pr be a pro edure in B su h that pr nor any of the pro edures it alls
(transitively) modi es or referen es global variable g. Although g may be
in s ope in pr, and may in fa t be live within pr, the pro edure pr annot
hange the value of g. As a result, all that is needed is to re ord that g
remains un hanged, for any summary of pr.

4 Evaluation
In this se tion, we present an evaluation of Bebop on a series of syntheti
programs derived from the template T shown in Figure 4. The template
allows us to generate boolean programs T (N ) for N > 0. The boolean
program T (N ) has one global variable g and N + 1 pro edures |a proedure main, and N pro edures of the form level<i> for 0 < i  N .
For 0 < j < N , the two instan es of <stmt> in the body of pro edure
level<j> are repla ed by a all to pro edure level<j+1>. The two instan es of <stmt> in the body of pro edure level<N> are repla ed by
skip.
As a result, a boolean program T (N ) has N + 1 pro edures, where
main alls level1 twi e, level1 alls level2 twi e, et . At the beginning
of ea h level pro edure, a hoi e is made depending on the value of g. If
g is 1 then a loop is exe uted that implements a three bit ounter over the
lo al variables a, b, and . If g is 0 then two alls in su ession are made
to the next level pro edure. In the last level pro edure, if g is 0 then
two skip statements are exe uted. At the end of ea h level pro edure,
the global variable g is negated. Every program T (N ) generated from this
template has four variables visible at any program point, regardless of N .
Note that g is not initialized, so Bebop will explore all possible values for
g.
We ran Bebop to ompute the rea hable states for boolean programs
T (N ) in 0 < N  800, and measured the running time, and peak memory
used. Figure 4(a) shows how the running time of Bebop (in se onds) varies

void level<i>()
begin
de l a,b, ;
if(g) then
a,b, := 0,0,0;
while(!a|!b|! ) do
if (!a) then
a := 1;
elsif (!b) then
a,b := 0,1;
elsif (! ) then
a,b, := 0,0,1;
fi
od
else
<stmt>; <stmt>;
fi
g := !g;
end

Running time for T(N)

Running time for T(N) (seconds)
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100
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200
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N
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Peak Live BDD Nodes
250000
200000
Peak Space for T(N)

de l g;
void main()
begin
level1();
level1();
if(!g) then
rea h: skip;
else
skip;
fi
end

150000
100000
50000
0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

N

(b)

Fig. 4. Boolean program template T for performan e test and performan e results.

with N . Figure 4(b) shows how the peak memory usage of Bebop varies
with N .
The two urves in Figure 4(a) represent two di erent BDD pa kages:
CU is the CUDD pa kage from Colorado University [Som98℄ and CMU is
the BDD pa kage from Carnegie Mellon University [Lon93℄. We note that
the program T (800) has 2401 variables. Model he king of this program
takes a minute and a half with the CMU pa kage and four and a half minutes with the CUDD pa kage. Both times are quite reasonable onsidering
the large number of variables (relative to traditional uses of BDDs). The
spa e measurements in Figure 4(b) are taken from the CUDD pa kage,
whi h provides more detailed statisti s of BDD spa e usage.

We expe ted the peak memory usage to in rease linearly with N .
The sublinear behavior observed in Figure 4(b) is due to more frequent
garbage olle tion at larger N . We expe ted the running time also to
in rease linearly with N . However, Figure 4(a) shows that the running
time in reases quadrati ally with N . The quadrati in rease in running
time was unexpe ted, sin e the time omplexity of model he king program T (N ) is O(N ) (there are 4 variables in the s ope of any program
point). By pro ling the runs and reading the ode in the BDD pa kages,
we found that the quadrati behavior arises due to an ineÆ ien y in
the implementation of bdd substitute in the BDD pa kage. Bebop alls
bdd substitute in its \inner loop", sin e variable renaming is an essential omponent of its forward image omputation. While model he king
T (N ), the BDD manager has O(N ) variables, but we are interested in
substituting O(n) variables, for a small n, using bdd substitute. Regardless of n, we found that bdd substitute still onsumes O(N ) time.
Both the CUDD and CMU pa kages had this ineÆ ien y. If this ineÆien y is xed in bdd substitute, we believe that the running time of
Bebop for T (N ) will vary linearly with N .

5 Related Work
Model he king for nite state ma hines is a well studied problem, and
several model he kers |SMV [M M93℄, Mur [Dil96℄, SPIN [HP96℄,
COSPAN [HHK96℄, VIS [BHSV+ 96℄ and MOCHA [AHM+ 98℄| have
been developed. Boolean programs impli itly have an unbounded sta k,
whi h makes them identi al in expressive power to pushdown automata.
The model he king problem for pushdown automata has been studied before [SB92℄ [BEM97℄ [FWW97℄. Model he kers for push down automata
have also been written before [EHRS00℄. However, unlike boolean programs, these approa hes abstra t away data, and on entrate only on
ontrol. As a result spurious paths an arise in these models due to information loss about data orrelations.
The onne tions between model he king, data ow analysis and abstra t interpretation have been explored before [S h98℄ [CC00℄. The
RHS algorithm [RHS95,RHS96℄ builds on earlier work in interpro edural data ow analysis from [KS92℄ and [SP81℄. We have shown how this
algorithm an be generalized to work as a model he king pro edure for
boolean programs. Also, our hoi e of hybrid representation of the state
spa e in Bebop|an expli it representation of ontrol ow and an impli it
BDD-based representation of path edges and summary edges| is novel.

Exploiting design modularity in model he king has been re ognized
as a key to s alability of model he king [AH96℄ [AG00℄ [M M97℄ [HQR98℄.
The idea of harnessing the inherent modularity in pro edural abstra tion, and exploiting lo ality of variable s oping for eÆ ien y in model
he king software is new, though known in the area of data ow analysis [RHS96℄. Existing model he kers neither support nor exploit pro edural abstra tion. As a result, existing approa hes to extra t models from
software are for ed to inline pro edure de nitions at their points of invoation [CDH+ 00℄, whi h ould lead to explosion in both the size of the
model and the number of variables.

6 Future Work
Bebop is part of a larger e ort alled SLAM6 , in progress at Mi rosoft

Resear h, to extra t abstra t models from ode and he k temporal properties of software. We are urrently implementing a methodology that uses
boolean programs, and an iterative re nement pro ess using path simulation to model he k riti al portions of operating system ode [BR00℄.
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